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“Plan of Action is a compass on a road to dreams that come true. 
 If you're at the end of something and unsure what to do next, it's for you.  

Your job is to read and innovate, to adapt the ideas here into your life, your way.” 
                   
 

 Randy, you enjoyed a long, successful career, but you describe a day when you asked yourself, Did 
God create me to be a corporate exec and that’s it? Is this all I’ll ever do?    Had you ever felt that 
deep lack of direction before? When?  
 

 You write that “discontent is a dashboard icon.” Exactly what is it flagging for attention? 
 

 Your book, Plan of Action, was written for others experiencing restlessness or discontent. What types 
of readers did you have in mind as you began writing? 
 

 One of the major themes in your book is life harmony. What does that look like for you? Is it achieved 
accidentally or intentionally? 
 

 Your book, Plan of Action, literally invites and guides readers into creating a life plan. What are the 
benefits of writing out a life plan? 
 

 You like to quote General Eisenhower who said, “Plans are useless. Planning is everything.” If that is 
true, why bother with a life plan? 
 

 Your father’s death was a pivotal moment in life – especially for your personal faith. How did your life 
harmony shift when faith became a priority?  
 

 Three groups dramatically impacted your life – what are they? Tell us more about the power of groups 
in supporting one’s life plan and life harmony. 
 

 You also write about the power of teams and shared purpose. Would you share a few of your team 
lessons for life? 
 

 An entire chapter of your book is dedicated to the concept of gratitude. How does gratitude contribute 
to life harmony or help someone develop their life plan? 
 

 Plan of Action encourages bold living – and defines risk as an act of love. How so? 
 

 You highly value making lists and putting ideas/plans/hopes in writing. How do lists and writing help 
people find out where they belong and how they’ll get there? 
 

 Your call to action for our audience is: Don’t wait to know yourself and know God. In addition to 
reading and working through Plan of Action, how can they find support for the journey?  
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